
Project 1: A Simpler Compiler

CS4536 CS536

Due Midnight, Friday, 27 January

1 Background

1.1 Purpose

The purpose of this assignment is for you to acquaint yourself with

• The compilation process;

• The source language compilation consumes and the target language it
produces;

• The virtual machine that runs the output codes; and

• The primitives that manipulate data of different types for the VM.

You will gain this understanding by writing part of the compiler that translates
an extended aexp into blast bytecode. Understanding how a simple VM works
and how the compilation process works will help you understand the design
decisions that need to be made and the consequences of those decisions when
deciding on the semantics for a programming language.

1.2 Due date

This assignment is due on Friday, January 27, 2012 at midnight. See http:

//web.cs.wpi.edu/~cs4536/c12/#projects for information on due dates and
the late submission policy.

1.3 Your submission

Submit your project via Turnin https://turnin.cs.wpi.edu:8088/turnin.

rkt. Your submission should include one zip file with all of the source code
necessary to run your project. The zip file should also include a README file
that describes your additions to the code.

Send email to mailto:turnin@cs.wpi.edu in case turnin is non-responsive.
All of the code you add should be documented. Implementing a language

can become a heavyweight task; proper documentation will both allow you to
keep better track of your work so that it does not, and will allow your graders
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to follow your code more easily. Think of having readable and well-documented
code as being along the same lines as making sure you use correct spelling in an
essay. You will not get any additional points for your code being readable, but
you will lose them if it becomes difficult for your graders to read your code.

1.4 Grades

For this assignment you will be graded primarily based on the correctness of your
implementation and your adherence to the instructions. You should correctly
compile the ASTs in the example files, and execute the resulting blasts. In
cs4536, item 6 is extra credit, and each main item is worth 20 points. In cs536,
item 6 is part of the assignment, and each main part is worth 17 points. Fractions
below say which proportion of the points for a main part is associated for its
subparts.

2 What to do

There are four main steps to this project.

1. Compile if-expressions in lua/lcompile.lua.

You will create code for compile_cond (2/3), and then insert an additional
case into compile to use this code for if-expressions (1/3).

The function compile_cond will compile the test, consequent (true-case),
and alternative (false-case) of an if-expression. It will arrange them in this
order, using the new blast operators to make sure that the right portions
get executed in each execution, and to branch around the portions that
should not be executed.

2. Complete the virtual machine in lua/lvm.lua.

Add functions to take a step for the new branch, branch-false, and label
instructions (2/3). Then insert additional cases into the dispatch in the
function next (1/3).

The new functions simply invoke the next function with the right value
of the pc. For instance, branch-false checks the value in the accumulator.
If that is false, then it uses the code selected by the label. Otherwise, it
simply advances the pc into the rest of the code.

3. Fill in the new boolean primitives in lua/prim_ops.lua. They should
generate boolean values to implement <, ≤, >, ≥, and ==. Each one
should operate on the accumulator and the value obtained by popping the
argument stack. (1/5 each).

4. Test your version by compiling the sample ASTs in xmpl/*.lua. The ex-
amples that use “while” will not compile yet. There are copies of my out-
put blasts in xmpl/sample_blast_files/. When you run your blasts,
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you should get the results predicted in
xmpl/predicted_results.txt. Turn in the results of your runs. You’ll
probably want to turn the file-local variable debug to false for these tests.

5. Write a function to transform blasts into linear arrays.

In your result, each entry will be either an operation name (a string), or
else an integer. If the operation is a branch or branch-false, then argument
should be an offset, that says how much the pc should be incremented to
find the next instruction (or decremented if the argument is negative)
(2/3).

Then copy lua/lvm.lua to a new file lua/lin_lvm.lua, and modify
pc_advance, pc_arg so that they work for the new linear array code. You
will no longer need pc_arg_labeled_code and code_of_label_array

(1/3).

6. For extra credit in CS 4536, or as part of the regular assignment in CS
536, add a function to compile while-expressions. You will use the same
branch, branch-false, and label instructions, but you will use a backwards
jump from the end of the loop body to the label immediately before the
test. (2/3)

Test your results on the code you generate for the two while loops. Hand
in the outputs. (1/3)
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